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A B S T R A C T   

Ground observation absence in many parts of the world highlights the importance of merged satellite precipi-
tation products. In this study, we aim to evaluate the effect of different sources of data in the uncertainties of a 
merged satellite product, by comparing the Integrated Multi-satellitE Retrievals for GPM (IMERG) Final product 
(V06B) with a ground-based radar product, Multi-Radar Multi-Sensor (MRMS), using both pixel-based and 
object-based approaches. This study is focused on the eastern United States (land-only) during the hurricane days 
that occurred in 2016–2018. The results showed that IMERG had better agreement in terms of the average 
precipitation intensity and area with a bias reduction of 75% and 65%, respectively, when the passive microwave 
(PMW) sensor overpass is matched instantaneously with MRMS compared to temporally averaged MRMS data 
(MRMS-Averaged). PMW observations tend to show storms with smaller areas in the IMERG Final product in 
comparison with MRMS, possibly due to the effect of light precipitation not detected properly by PMW sensors. 
However, by removing the light precipitation (less than 1 mm/h) in the object-based approach, hurricane objects 
in the IMERG Final product tend to be larger during the PMW observations, which might be related to different 
viewing angles of sensors contributing to MRMS and IMERG products. Precipitation estimates have smaller areas 
with higher average intensity during the PMW observations in the IMERG Final product compared to data 
estimated by Morphed or IR (morph/IR) observations, which is probably related to the effect of morphing 
technique, leading to homogenization of the varying rainstorm characteristics. In addition, with the longer 
absence of PMW observations, the quality of morph/IR estimates in IMERG Final product deteriorates with a 
decreasing correlation coefficient, a growth in precipitation area and a downward trend in average precipitation 
intensity. Finally, the inter-comparison of PMW sensors showed the priority of imagers over sounders with GMI 
as the best among imagers and MHS as the best among sounders in terms of correlation and average intensity 
compared to MRMS; however, SSMIS was the best in capturing the precipitation area.   

1. Introduction 

The absence of ground observations in many parts of the world 
highlights the importance of satellite precipitation products (Ayat et al., 
2018; Ghaemi et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2018). Recent advancements in 
producing merged satellite products with high spatio-temporal resolu-
tion have enabled us to enhance our knowledge in the physical processes 
underlying the storm’s structure (Pepler et al., 2018), flood and flash 
flood forecasting (Ma et al., 2020) and water resource management 
applications (Derin and Yilmaz, 2014; Li et al., 2015, 2013; Mohammed 
et al., 2020; Sheffield et al., 2018; Tang et al., 2020; Wu et al., 2012). 

The early satellite precipitation estimates were based on cloud top 
information from the infrared (IR) sensors, which had large un-
certainties due to the indirect measurement of precipitation (Yong et al., 
2013). The space-borne microwave-based (MW) technology showed 
that it could improve the rainfall estimates by a direct physical 
connection with hydrometeor profiles; however, those sensors have 
sparse time and space sampling (Zhu et al., 2018). To overcome these 
issues combinations of IR and MW estimates have been used to create 
integrated global precipitation maps in products such as TRMM Multi- 
Satellite Precipitation Analysis (TMPA) (Huffman et al., 2007); the 
Climate Prediction Center (CPC) morphing technique (CMORPH) (Joyce 
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et al., 2004; Joyce and Xie, 2011); Precipitation Estimation from 
Remotely Sensed Information Using Artificial Neural Networks–Cloud 
Classification System (PERSIANN-CCS) (Hong et al., 2004; Hsu et al., 
1996); Global Satellite Mapping of Precipitation (GSMaP) (Kubota et al., 
2007) and NASA’s Integrated Multi-Satellite Retrievals for the Global 
Precipitation Measurement (GPM-IMERG) (Huffman et al., 2019). 

Many studies have compared the Final-merged satellite precipitation 
products with ground observations using pixel-based (AghaKouchak 
et al., 2011; Beck et al., 2019; Chen et al., 2020; Gaona et al., 2016; 
Gebregiorgis et al., 2018, 2017; Li et al., 2020; Moazami et al., 2016, 
2014, 2013; Sungmin et al., 2017; Omranian et al., 2018; Porcú et al., 
1999; Prat and Nelson, 2015; Rios Gaona et al., 2017; Sadeghi et al., 
2019; Tang et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2019) and object-based approaches 
(Ayat et al., 2021; Cui et al., 2020; Laverde-Barajas et al., 2020; Li et al., 
2015, 2016). However, improving the accuracy and reliability of these 
kinds of products requires a thorough understanding of error charac-
teristics and uncertainties coming from individual sensors contributing 
to the Final merged products. A number of studies investigated errors in 
TRMM era merged products (Behrangi et al., 2012; Gebregiorgis et al., 
2017; Yong et al., 2015) generally finding the MW data produced 
smaller errors. During the GPM era, some efforts have been made to 
evaluate the performace of the level-2 GPM products. For instance, 
Guilloteau et al. (2017) assessed the improvement of the GPM (GMI- 
Goddard Profiling algorithm-2014) over TRMM (TMI- Goddard Profiling 
algorithm-2010) MW estimates, and they found that the GPM MW 
retrieval had better performance in capturing the fine-scale spatial 
variability over ocean; however, over land, challenges exist. Tan et al. 
(2018) compared the level-2 Ku-DPR and passive microwave-based 
(PMW) estimates against three dense gauge networks located in the 
United States and Austria. The results indicated that Ku-DPR rainfall 
estimates generally performed better compared to PMW estimates, in 
terms of rain detection and rain intensity. In another study, different 
Goddard Profiling (GPROF) algorithms and versions used in IMERG V05 
were evaluated with ground-based radar data from two different com-
plex regions: one in the mid-Atlantic East Coast of the United States and 
the second in the Northeastern Italian Alps, and the results showed that 
PMW precipitation retrievals underestimates heavy precipitation (Derin 
et al., 2018). Similar results were also found by Kidd et al. (2018). 
Although, studying the level-2 products can provide valuable informa-
tion regarding the individual errors produced by different sensors, it is 
still unclear how much of the errors in the level-2 algorithms can 
propagate into the Final products based on these studies. 

In order to overcome the above-mentioned limitation, a group of 
researchers studied the errors refleceted by different sources of data in 
the IMERG Final products. For instance, Khan et al. (2018) compared the 
IMERG V05 products (early, late and Final) and the MW- and IR-only 
components against MRMS and the level-2 GPM core observatory 
Dual-frequency Precipitation Radar (DPR; 2ADPR), and they found that 
the MW components were shown to be comparable to those of 2ADPR, 
while the IR component exhibited a larger bias. Similar results were 
found by Tan et al. (2016). However, all of the results in the latter study 
were limited to only one IMERG grid box and only applicable to areas 
with similar climate. 

Some other studies attempted to perform a comparison between 
PMW imagers and sounders contributing to the Final merged products. 
For instance, Zhu et al. (2018) showed that imagers are generally su-
perior to sounders in investigation of the characteristics of GPM-GSMaP 
estimates from 11 passive microwave sensors over the Tibetan Plateau. 
Other studies (Tang et al., 2014; You et al., 2020) also found that im-
agers generally produce better precipitation estimates than sounders 
though the difference over land is less clear. It should be noted that most 
of the previous studies are focused on the previous versions of GPM and 
GPROF algorithms. 

There is an important observation timing match problem when 
comparing ground based observations with satellite observations. The 
satellite takes an instantaneous view over a particular location, and the 

timing of this view changes along the satellite swath. This data is often 
compared to ground-based data captured at one particular time (Conner 
and Petty, 1998; Derin et al., 2018; Kidd et al., 2018; Tang et al., 2014) 
or temporally averaged over some period (Gebregiorgis et al., 2017; 
McCollum, 2003; Tan et al., 2016; Zhu et al., 2018). Besides, most of the 
previous studies were focused on the precipitation magnitude, and there 
is a lack of research in terms of the other precipitation characteristics 
like precipitation area. It should be also mentioned that the performance 
of sensors might be influenced by different storm structures, especially 
during the extreme events like hurricanes and there are limited studies 
that have considered this factor. 

In this study we aim to evaluate the effect of different sources of data 
(PMW and morph/IR) on the precipitation area and magnitude in the 
latest release of IMERG (V06B) by comparing the Final product with 
ground-based radar data (MRMS) over the eastern United States. In 
order to eliminate the effect of seasonality and different storm types, this 
research is focused on the hurricane days for seven landfalling hurri-
canes that occurred during 2016–2018. Note that selecting the hurricane 
events for this study effectively removes the uncertainty of different 
precipitation types, as well, since other precipitation types like snow and 
hail are rare during these types of events. An object-based method has 
been employed to extract hurricane objects to evaluate the ability of the 
different sensors in capturing the large scale storm objects in the IMERG 
Final product. In order to have the best comparison between different 
PMW sensors and minimizing the effect of instantaneous time matching 
problem, a new approach has been adopted by creating a new MRMS 
dataset in which each precipitation map is an attached image from 
multiple precipitation maps filtered by PMW scanning time. 

This study is presented in seven sections. Section 2 introduces the 
satellite precipitation product and its contributing sensors, as well as 
ground-based radar datasets used in this research as the reference. 
Section 3 gives a description of the methods and statistics employed to 
evaluate different sources of data contributing to the satellite product, 
and section 4 describes the study area and the period that this research is 
conducted. Section 5 presents results of the comparisons between 
different sensors contributing to the merged satellite products against 
ground-based radar datasets. Section 6 discusses the performance of 
different sensors based on the results shown in the previous section. 
Summarizing the findings and conclusions Finalize this paper in Section 
7. 

2. Dataset 

2.1. MRMS 

MRMS is a merged high resolution dataset that integrates 180 
weather radars adjusted by 7000 hourly tipping-bucket rain gauges from 
the Hydro-meteorological Automated Data System (HADS) over the 
United States and southern Canada and was transitioned into operations 
in 2014. This dataset provides various national products, such as the 3D 
reflectivity mosaic, seamless hybrid scan reflectivity and associated 
height, and surface precipitation rate and type at 1-km resolution on a 2- 
min update cycle. The surface precipitation rate benefits from multiple 
R-Z relationships based on different precipitation types to convert radar 
reflectivities to precipitation estimates. A numerical weather prediction 
(NWP) model called “Rapid Refresh model (RAP)” has been employed 
extensively in this product wherever the quality of precipitation esti-
mates are adversely affected by the melting layer. A monthly precipi-
tation climatology dataset, “Mountain Mapper”, is also utilized to 
enhance the quality of precipitation estimates over the mountainous 
regions (Zhang et al., 2016). 

Since MRMS benefits from similar sensor types in most regions, it can 
provide a more homogeneous product in comparison with IMERG in 
which different types of sensors and sources of data are contributing. 
Therefore, comparing IMERG with MRMS can better represent the dif-
ferences that exist between different sources of data in the IMERG Final 
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product. In order to have a fair comparison between MRMS and IMERG, 
MRMS data are temporally regridded in two ways: 1) MRMS precipita-
tion map pieces are chosen based on the PMW over-pass time in every 
IMERG time-step (30 min) and then are attached together. This dataset 
is referred to as “MRMS-Reconstructed” (Fig. 1a); and 2) MRMS maps 
are temporally averaged to the IMERG temporal resolution (30 min), 
which is shown by “MRMS_Averaged” dataset (Fig. 1b). Note that 
MRMS-Reconstructed information is available whenever there is a PMW 
observation (see Fig. 1a). The MRMS-Reconstructed provides observa-
tions that coincide with the PMW observations, removing any smooth-
ing effects due to averaging over a 30-min period. Finally, both MRMS- 
Reconstructed and MRMS-Averaged are remapped onto the IMERG 
spatial grid (0.1∘) using conservative method. So, a target cell in the 
upscaled MRMS is the average of source cells over the area intersected 
by the target cell. 

Note that, in this study, MRMS-Reconstructed is used as the reference 
to compare different PMW sensors contributing in the IMERG Final 
product. However, in comparing the morph/IR and PMW estimates in 
the IMERG Final product, MRMS-Averaged is the reference since MRMS- 
Reconstructed is only available whenever there is a PMW observation. 

2.2. IMERG 

The Global Precipitation Measurement (GPM) mission is the suc-
cessor to the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM). GPM is an 
international mission that sets the standard for spaceborne precipitation 
measurements and its core satellite was launched on Feb. 27, 2014. 
Here, we used the IMERG Final (V06B) product that merges, interpolates 
and inter-calibrates PMW and IR retrievals with ground observations 
across the world. First the IMERG algorithm merges the precipitation 
information from the GPM Microwave Imager (GMI) and GPM constel-
lation of PMW sensors, with precipitation retrieved using the 2017 
version of the Goddard Profiling Algorithm (GPROF2017) (Huffman 
et al., 2020). The PMW sensors contributing to IMERG during the 
selected periods in this study includes two conical-scanning imagers 
(GMI and the Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer (AMSR)), and 

two Cross-Track sounders (Microwave Humidity Sounder (MHS) and the 
Advanced Technology Microwave Sounder (ATMS)), and one conical 
scan imager/sounder sensor (Special Sensor Microwave Imager/ 
Sounder (SSMIS)). The next step in the IMERG algorithm is inter- 
calibrating the gridded precipitation information to the GPM Com-
bined Radar Radiometer Analysis product (2BCMB) and creating half- 
hourly 0.1◦x0.1◦ precipitation maps (variable name: “HQprecipitai-
ton”). In this procedure, IMERG prioritizes imagers over sounders 
whenever there are coincident PMW overpasses. In the case of the 
availability of more than one similar sensor-type (sounders or imagers), 
the sensor which has the closest time to the centre of the half hour (time- 
step) takes precedence over the other sensors. In order to fill the tem-
poral and spatial gaps, quasi-Lagrangian time interpolation is then 
applied to the combined PMW product using displacement vectors 
derived from the MERRA2 and GEOS-FP vertically integrated vapor 
(TQV) fields. This process is called morphing and was first introduced in 
the CMORPH precipitation estimation algorithm (Joyce et al., 2004; 
Joyce and Xie, 2011). Along with this procedure, the half-hourly 
infrared (IR) precipitation rate (“IRprecipitation”) maps are produced 
from IR-based precipitation retrieval method (PERSIANN-CCS; (Hong 
et al., 2004)). The morphed estimates are updated with IR-based pre-
cipitation observations using Kalman filter (KF) weights if the time 
distance from the nearest PMW observation is longer than 30 min to 
create integrated half-hourly precipitation maps (“precipitationUncal”). 
KF-weight varies between 0 and 100% and a weight of 0% is morph only, 
a weight of 100% is IR only, and anything in between is a mixture of 
morph and IR estimates. Finally, the multi-satellite half-hour estimates 
produced in the previous step are adjusted so that they sum to a monthly 
satellite-gauge combination (“precipitationCal”). Note that because of 
the poor performance of PMW estimates over surfaces covered by snow/ 
ice, direct IR-based precipitation estimates may be used instead of PMW 
observations in the IMERG algorithm (Huffman et al., 2019). 

The IMERG algorithm is run 3 times, i.e., “Early”, “Late”, and “Final” 
that are released 4 h, 12 h and 3.5 months, respectively, after the 
observation time. IMERG-Early and IMERG-Late are adjusted by 
climatological coefficients which depend on the time and location of the 

Fig. 1. A snapshot of Hurricane Florence on 15 September 2018 at 12:00:00 AM in MRMS-Reconstructed (a), MRMS-Averaged (b) and IMERG (c). (d) shows a closer 
look of the hurricane in the IMERG Final product. The PMW sensors’ overpasses are shown in coloured background, and the colours represent the PMW observation 
time. Note that the observation time shown by coloured background should be added to the start time (here is 12:00:00 AM) to define the UTC time at each pixel. 
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observation, while the IMERG-Final product benefits from monthly 
GPCC gauge information (Huffman et al., 2019). 

In this research, in order to evaluate the effect of different data 
sources contributing to the bias adjusted IMERG Final product, the 
precipitation information derived from PMW observations are filtered 
out by PMW sensors’ overpass masks (the coloured background in 
Fig. 1c) and whenever KF-weight value is zero. Pixels with KF-weight of 
100% represent the IR-only data which occur less than 1% of the time 
during the selected periods. Thus, the rest of the data are classified as 
morph/IR estimates in this study (raining pixels in the white background 
in Fig. 1c). Note that in this research our goal is to compare final pre-
cipitation estimates during the PMW observations and during the 
absence of PMW sensors. Therefore, the terms “PMW observations/es-
timates” or “morph/IR estimates/data” refers to the final precipitation 
estimates during the PMW observations and the absence of PMW sen-
sors, respectively, and final estimates are not purely PMW and/or 
morph/IR estimates. 

In order to better evaluate the effect of morphing algorithm with the 
duration of the absence of PMW observations, pixels with morph/IR 
estimates are categorized into three groups: 1) pixels with less than 30 
min temporal distance (forward and backward) to the nearest PMW 
observation, 2) pixels with 30–60 min temporal distance and 3) pixels 
with more than 1 h temporal distance to the closest PMW sensor over-
pass. In order to eliminate the complications of weighting effects on the 
morphed data, we only include the pixels with symmetrical distance 
(forward and backward in time) to the nearest PMW observations. 

Note that this classification doesn’t perfectly reflect the amount of 
time since a pixel was informed by a PMW sensor. If a pixel is in close 
proximity to a PMW overpass (but not under it) then the morphing al-
gorithm may propagate PMW information to this pixel. 

3. Method 

In order to evaluate the effect of different data sources contributing 
in the IMERG Final product, this product is compared with MRMS in two 
ways: 1) by employing pixel by pixel approach over the entire domain 
(eastern United States; Latitudes range from 21.25 to 52.15, and longi-
tudes range from − 103.75 to − 60.15) and 2) using an object-based 
approach to detect and track hurricane objects and compare charac-
teristics of these objects as viewed by different observation sources. 

3.1. Method of object-based diagnostic evaluation (MODE) time domain 
(MTD) 

There are many object-based methods that can be used to detect and 
track the storms (Davis et al., 2009; Dixon and Wiener, 1993; Ebert and 
McBride, 2000; Micheas et al., 2007). Here we employed MTD to detect 
and track the hurricane objects. MTD is an extension for the Method of 
Object-based Diagnostic Evaluation (MODE) in order to track the objects 
identified by the MODE algorithm (Clark et al., 2014). In this method, 
the objects’ masks at each time step are derived from the convolved 
precipitation map that is smoothed by a “n⨯n-pixel” moving window 
across the raw data map. In MTD, objects are tracked through time. The 
selected threshold in this study is 1 mm/h, applied on the datasets 
convolved by a 3 pixel by 3-pixel window. To facilitate hurricane object 
tracking, gaps in MRMS-reconstructed are filled using MRMS-averaged. 
These filled areas are subsequently masked out for the relevant analysis. 

3.2. Statistics 

Table 1 shows the evaluation metrics used in this study. “Bias” is the 
average difference between the paired quantities from MRMS and 
IMERG, taking MRMS as the reference. Note that Bias_ave and Bias_re-
con are the bias calculated with MRMS-Averaged and MRMS- 
Reconstructed, respectively. To indicate the linear agreement between 
MRMS and IMERG, Spearman’s correlation coefficient (r) has been 

employed. This parameter returns a value between − 1 to +1, where ±1 
refers to a perfect (positive/negative) correlation, and 0 shows no 
relationship between the products. In addition to r, Kendall’s τ coeffi-
cient (tau) is used to indicate the non-parametric measure of relation-
ships between two variables. This parameter illustrates the similarity of 
both datasets when ranked by one of the quantities, and like “r” it varies 
from − 1 to +1. 

Evaluation of rainfall detection between products is performed using 
three categorical metrics. Taking MRMS as the reference, probability of 
detection (POD) represents the probability of rainfall detection by sat-
ellite when MRMS reports the precipitation. False alarm ratio (FAR) 
refers to the probability of false detection of rainfall in IMERG compared 
to MRMS, and the critical success index (CSI) indicates the probability of 
detecting pixels in MRMS and IMERG divided by the total number of 
raining pixels detected in both products. 

The PDF overlap index (POI) is a means to compare the distributions 
of two different parameters. This index is the common area under the 
normalized PDF curves of the two parameters. 

4. Study domain and events 

Seven landfalling hurricanes, occurred over the United States from 
2016 to 2018 (around 30 days in total), were selected to evaluate the 
performance of different contributing data sources in the IMERG Final 
product during this type of event. The details of the hurricanes are given 
in Table 2. We focus on the eastern U.S. since the radar quality is rela-
tively poor over the western mountainous regions due to radar beam 
blocking and beam overshooting (Gebregiorgis et al., 2017). The latter 
problem is also prevalent outside of the U. S. borders and precipitation is 
often undetected or underestimated at long distances like over the ocean 
and Canada (Hunter, 1996; Kitchen and Jackson, 1993; Scofield and 
Kuligowski, 2003; Smith et al., 1996). Therefore, the study domain is 
restricted to within the U. S. borders (land only) over eastern regions 
where the radar coverage is good and the domain is large enough to 
capture the hurricanes. It should be noted that PMW channels provide 
relatively accurate measurements over oceans while the accuracy de-
creases over land (Massari and Maggioni, 2020). The oceans act as a flat 
surface, making the rainfall estimation easier, while several drawbacks 
are present in areas with complex terrain (like mountainous regions). 

Table 1 
Statistical metrics used in this study.  

Metrics Equation Range Best 
value 

Bias 
Bias =

∑N
i=1(Ii − Mi)

N  
+ ∞ , 
− ∞ 

0 

Spearman’s 
correlation 
coefficient 

r =

∑N
i=1

(
Ii − I

)(
Mi − M

)

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
∑N

i=1

(
Ii − I

)2
√ ̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅

∑N
i=1

(
Mi − M

)2
√

+1,  − 1 1 

Kendall’s τ 
coefficient 

tau =
C − D
C + D  

+1,  − 1 1 

Probability of 
detection 

POD =
hit

hit + miss  
0, 1 1 

False alarm ratio FAR =
false

hit + miss  
0, 1 0 

Critical success index CSI =
hit

hit + miss + false  
0, 1 1 

PDF overlap index POI =
∑

i=1…B min (PDFMi,PDFIi) 0, 1 1 

Ii and Mi denote the satellite and radar-based feature values, respectively. N is 
the population of the matched pixels. C is the number of concordant pairs, and D 
is the number of discordant pairs. Concordant/discordant pairs refer to the 
matched/mismatched pairs of the two ranked variables. “hit” denotes the 
number of rain pixels that have been detected in both datasets, “false” is rain 
pixels detected only in the IMERG product, and “miss” is rain pixels detected 
only in MRMS. B in the POI equation refers to the total number of bins. 
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5. Results 

PMW and morph/IR observations are compared in section 5.1 in 
terms of rainfall intensity and area. Then, the same comparison is con-
ducted over the different PMW sensors contributing to the IMERG Final 
product in section 5.2, and finally, in section 5.3, the detectability per-
formance and the similarity of the hurricanes’ shapes have been assessed 
using categorical scores (POD, FAR and CSI). 

Fig. 2a-g shows the time series of precipitation area for the selected 
hurricanes that appear over land. IMERG represents the time series of 
the storm areas with more fluctuations compared to MRMS-Averaged 
dataset. This discrepancy is related to the effect of different sources of 
data contributing in the production of the IMERG Final dataset. Fig. 2h 
illustrates the contribution of these sources over the entire domain and 
over the hurricane objects. Based on this figure, a large proportion 
(~80%) of the IMERG Final dataset was from the morph/IR data (IR/ 
morph data), and only around 20% of the whole data was directly from 
PMW observations (with no morphing) during the hurricane events. 
SSMIS and MHS had the most and SAPHIR had the least contribution in 
the IMERG Final product during these events compared to the other 
PMW sensors. 

Table 2 
Landfalling Hurricanes during 2016 to 2018 over the United States (Berg, 2017; 
Beven II et al., 2019; Beven II and Berg, 2018; Blake and Zelinsky, 2018; Can-
gialosi et al., 2018; Stewart, 2017; Stewart and Berg, 2019).  

Hurricane 
Name 

Saffir–Simpson hurricane 
wind scale (SSHWS) 

Date Damage 
(billion USD) 

Hermine Category 1 28 Aug.– 8 
Sept. 2016 

0.55 

Mathew Category 2 28 Sept.-10 
Oct. 2016 

10 

Harvey Category 4 17 Aug.-2 
Sept. 2017 

125 

Irma Category 4 30 Aug 14 
Sept. 2017 

50 

Nate Category 1 4 Oct. 11 Oct. 
2017 

0.787 

Florence Category 1 31 Aug. 18 
Sept. 2018 

24 

Micheal Category 5 7 Oct. 16 Oct. 
2018 

25  

Fig. 2. Precipitation area (a-g) in MRMS-Averaged (orange line) and IMERG (blue line) during the hurricane events for the entire domain. (h) illustrates the 
contribution of different sources (PMW and morph/IR) in the IMERG Final product for these events. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure 
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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5.1. Comparing PMW observations with morph/IR data 

5.1.1. Rainfall intensity 
Fig. 3 indicates the bivariate histogram of rainfall intensity in MRMS- 

averaged and IMERG for PMW (first row) and morph/IR observations 
(others). The bi-variate histograms in Fig. 3a-d include all the pixels 
with positive values in both IMERG and MRMS products inside the study 
domain. However, Fig. 3e-h only represents the bi-variate histograms of 
raining pixels filtered by the hurricane objects’ masks. Results show that 
the correlation coefficients for all pixels are higher compared to only the 
hurricane objects. Generally, the longer the absence of contributing 
PMW sensors in the Final IMERG product, the lower the correlation 
between IMERG and MRMS. 

Fig. 4 indicates the rainfall intensity PDFs in MRMS-Averaged and 
IMERG products over the pixels contributing to Fig. 3. The orange/blue 
colours are related to the MRMS/IMERG product. The bias value 
calculated at each panel is the average of all differences between the 
paired pixels over both products with MRMS-Averaged as the reference. 
Note that the MRMS-Reconstructed precipitation PDFs are only shown 
for the first row as it is produced based on the PMW observation time. 
The PDFs of rainfall intensity over the entire domain show that IMERG 
overestimates precipitation with light and moderate intensity. The very 
light precipitation is almost not present when focusing on the hurricane 
objects due to the selected threshold, and IMERG overestimates the 
hurricane with moderate intensity compared to MRMS. It also shows 
that in both cases IMERG underestimates the most intense precipitation 
rates, especially when time distance from PMW overpasses increases. 
This can be due to the averaging effect of interpolating between two 
PMW overpasses. Overestimation of light and moderate precipitation 
and underestimation of heavy precipitation by PMW sensors have also 
been reported by other researchers (Derin et al., 2018; Kidd et al., 2018; 
Tan et al., 2016). 

Note that both IR and PMW precipitation rates used in IMERG have a 
limit on their maximum intensity that can also contribute to the 
observed underestimation of the intense precipitation rate. The calcu-
lated bias values indicate that PMW data overestimates the total pre-
cipitation (Fig. 4a), and this overestimation is higher over the hurricane 
objects (Fig. 4e). However, the bias decreases from positive to negative 
in morph/IR data with the longer absence of PMW sensors (Fig. 4b-d and 
Fig. 4f-h), largely due to a decline in the high extremes, and the aver-
aging effect of interpolating between two successive PMW overpasses. 
Note that POI values at Fig. 4a and b indicate that MRMS-Averaged has a 
better agreement with IMERG; however the bias values show a better 
performance of MRMS-Reconstructed in terms of the mean precipitation 
rate. 

5.1.2. Precipitation area 
Fig. 5 shows the precipitating area which is the number of positive 

pixels in PMW and morph/IR data at every time-step for MRMS- 
Reconstructed (green line), MRMS-Averaged (orange line) and IMERG 
(blue line). In order to better show the differences between the datasets, 
all data are sorted from smallest to largest area based on the MRMS- 
Averaged. The bias value calculated for each panel is the average of 
all differences between the MRMS and IMERG precipitation areas at 
each time-step with MRMS as the reference. Note that the MRMS- 
Reconstructed precipitation areas are only shown for the first row as it 
is produced based on the PMW observation time. 

The calculated bias values in Fig. 5a show that PMW sensors repre-
sent storms with a smaller area over the entire domain compared to 
storms in MRMS-Averaged and MRMS-Reconstructed. However, the 
precipitating area of the hurricane objects are larger in PMW sensors 
(Fig. 5b). Note that precipitating areas in MRMS-Reconstructed, on 
average, are smaller than the MRMS-Averaged. However, the differences 
are very small over the hurricane objects compared to the entire domain. 
With the longer absence of PMW observations, IMERG tends to show 
storms with larger areas compared to the MRMS counterparts over the 

entire domain demonstrated by the bias value changing from negative to 
positive, again this could be due to the effect of interpolation between 
two successive PMW overpasses that can cause more light and moderate 
precipitation rates and less extreme precipitation rates. Generally, PMW 
sensors represent the hurricane objects with larger areas compared to 
morph/IR data. As expected, with the longer absence of PMW obser-
vations, precipitation areas increase in morph/IR data for the hurricane 
objects. Fig. 5b and f show that morph/IR estimates with 30-min time 
distance to the nearest PMW observation see the storms with closer 
precipitation areas to the storms in MRMS-Averaged even in comparison 
with PMW sensors. This result is also true for the precipitation intensity 
in Fig. 4. It should be mentioned that the spikes in Fig. 5e are related to 
merging or splitting of precipitating areas from the main hurricane ob-
ject. When this occurs there is a sudden increase or decrease in size, and 
if this does not occur in the exact same time step in both MRMS and 
IMERG then a spike results. 

Note that, with MRMS-Averaged as the reference, both PMW esti-
mates and morph/IR data (on average) perform similarly in capturing 
the rainfall intensity over the entire domain with bias values of − 0.09 
(not shown) and 0.11 mm/h (Fig. 4a) and correlation of 0.42 (not 
shown) and 0.45 (Fig. 3a), respectively. However, in terms of the pre-
cipitation area, the differences are considerable (with morph/IR area 
bias = 29,840 km2, not shown in the figures, and PMW area bias =
− 89,140 km2, see Fig. 5). It should be mentioned that by considering the 
MRMS-Reconstructed as the reference the precipitation intensity and 
area bias of IMERG are improved 65% and 75%, respectively. 

5.2. Comparing PMW sensors 

5.2.1. Rainfall intensity 
Fig. 6 illustrates the bi-variate histograms of IMERG and MRMS- 

Reconstructed data coincident with the PMW overpasses over the 
entire domain (Fig. 6a-e) and the hurricane objects (Fig. 6f-j). The 
calculated correlation coefficients indicate that PMW sensors have 
similar performance when compared with each other. However, imagers 
(GMI and AMSR) outperform the sounders with a better correlation 
coefficient. Among all of the contributing sensors in the Final IMERG 
product, GMI has the best and ATMS shows the worst correlation with 
MRMS-Reconstructed compared to the other counterparts. 

Fig. 7 shows the rainfall intensity PDFs of IMERG (blue colour) and 
MRMS-Reconstructed (orange colour) products for the pixels contrib-
uting in Fig. 6. The calculated bias values again indicate the superiority 
of imagers over sounders for both hurricane objects and the entire 
domain. Over the entire domain all the PMW sensors except SSMIS, on 
average, result in the overestimation of the rainfall intensity in IMERG 
compared to MRMS-Reconstructed. However, over the hurricane ob-
jects, all PMW sensors except MHS and ATMS tend to underestimate the 
precipitation rate. Note that over hurricane objects all PMW sensors 
except MHS and ATMS result in a reduction in bias values compared to 
bias values over the entire domain. Based on the bias values, on average, 
GMI and then SSMIS and AMSR show the closest precipitation rate to the 
reference data, and ATMS has the worst bias value among the PMW 
sensors. Note that SSMIS always underestimates the precipitation rate 
compared to the reference data. 

Fig. 8 like Fig. 7 represents the precipitation rate PDFs of PMW data 
in the IMERG Final product but for heavy (more than 20 mm/h) pre-
cipitation. The calculated POI and bias values indicate that AMSR fol-
lowed by GMI show the best performance among the other sensors in 
monitoring the heavy precipitation. However, SSMIS was the worst. The 
calculated Bias values clearly show that PMW sensors result in under-
estimating heavy precipitation in the IMERG Final product. 

5.2.2. Precipitation area 
Fig. 9 indicates the precipitating area for MRMS-Averaged (orange 

line), MRMS-Reconstructed (green-line) and IMERG (blue line) data 
produced when the PMW sensors pass over the domain (Fig. 9a-e) and 
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Fig. 3. Bi-variate histogram of rainfall intensity in MRMS-Averaged and IMERG for the entire domain (a-d) and hurricane objects (e-h) during the hurricane days. (a) 
& (e) illustrate the PMW data in the IMERG Final product, (b) & (f) are morph/IR data in the IMERG Final product with 30 min time-distance to the nearest PMW 
observation, (c) & (g) are for 60 min and (d) & (h) are for more than 60 min time-distance to the nearest PMW overpass. Note that frequency at each pixel here is the 
normalized frequency ranging from 0 to 100. 
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hurricane objects (Fig. 9f-j). Based on the bias values, SSMIS is the only 
PMW sensor that (on average) represents the storms with smaller areas 
in IMERG compared to MRMS-Reconstructed over the entire domain and 
hurricane objects. In contrast, the other sensors underestimate the pre-
cipitation area over the entire domain and overestimate it over the 
hurricane objects. SSMIS indicated better agreement with MRMS- 
Reconstructed in terms of precipitation area over the entire domain 
due to its lowest absolute bias value. Over the entire domain, GMI 
showed the most similar precipitation area to MRMS-Reconstructed 
among the sensors, and AMSR was the least similar. However, imagers 
(GMI and AMSR) show better performance in representing the hurricane 
areas compared to sounders (MHS and ATMS). 

5.3. Detectability performance 

Fig. 10 illustrates the shape detection performance of PMW and 
morph/IR data over the entire domain (Fig. 10a-c) and hurricane objects 
(Fig. 10d-f) using POD (Fig. 10a & Fig. 10d), FAR (Fig. 10b & Fig. 10e) 
and CSI (Fig. 10c & Fig. 10f) with MRMS-Averaged as the reference. The 
results over the entire domain indicated that PMW data have lower POD 
values compared to morph/IR data in IMERG Final product. However, 
PMW data have better FAR values. This could partly be caused by the 
effect of averaging between two successive microwave overpasses (e.g., 

if one PMW estimate has a positive precipitation rate and the other one 
has a zero rate, the interpolation will always produce positive precipi-
tation intensity). Thus, over the entire domain, morph/IR CSI values 
have a more concentrated distribution than PMW data, which means 
that if we just look at the CSI values less than 0.5, morph/IR estimates 
have better CSI values compared with PMW estimates. This is probably 
related to the small and scattered storms which create more “double 
penalty” error in the pixel-by-pixel approach. However, focusing on the 
CSI values more than 0.5 indicates the outperformance of PMW esti-
mates over morph/IR estimates, possibly due to the presence of larger 
storm objects like hurricanes in the data reduces the effect of double 
penalty error mentioned above. Although both data types have different 
performance over the entire domain, they showed similar results in 
detecting the hurricane objects. Note that both morph/IR and PMW data 
have better POD, FAR and CSI values for the hurricane objects compared 
to the entire domain. This could be because of the 1 mm/h threshold 
used in determining the hurricane objects, as discussed in Section 3.1. 

6. Discussion 

6.1. General findings 

Based on Fig. 2, around 80% of the IMERG Final product, during the 

Fig. 4. Blue/orange colour is representing 
IMERG/MRMS-averaged rainfall intensity 
PDFs for the entire domain (a-d) and hur-
ricane objects (e-h) during the hurricane 
events. The first row is related to PMW data, 
the second row shows the PDFs of morph/IR 
data contributing in the IMERG Final 
products with 30 min time-distance to the 
nearest PMW observation and the third row 
is related to morph/IR data with 60 min to 
the nearest PMW observation and the last 
row is for more than 60 min to the nearest 
PMW observation. (For interpretation of the 
references to colour in this figure legend, 
the reader is referred to the web version of 
this article.)   
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selected period, consists of morph/IR data indicating the dominant ef-
fect of this source of data on the uncertainties of this product. Comparing 
the IMERG Final product with MRMS-Averaged and MRMS- 
Reconstructed showed that MRMS-Reconstructed is much closer to 
IMERG than the MRMS-Averaged for the entire domain with a bias 
reduction of 65% in average precipitation rate (Fig. 4a) and ~ 75% in 
precipitation area (Fig. 5a). This demonstrates that in terms of 

precipitating area and mean rainfall intensity, averaging over a 30-min 
period introduces larger errors than a snapshot comparison. Previous 
studies that used averaging have included this error (Gebregiorgis et al., 
2017; McCollum, 2003; Tan et al., 2016; Zhu et al., 2018). This error is 
included in all the analysis with MRMS-Averaged as the reference and 
must be considered when interpreting the results. However, over the 
hurricane objects the MRMS-Averaged and MRMS-reconstructed 

Fig. 5. Precipitation areas sorted from smallest to largest based on MRMS-Averaged during the hurricane events. (a) & (e) for PMW observations. (b) & (f) are for 
morph/IR data with 30 min time-distance to the nearest PMW overpass, (c) & (g) are for 60 min and (d) & (h) are for more than 60 min, for all domain (a-d) and 
hurricane objects (e-h). The blue colour is related to IMERG, orange is for MRMS-Averaged, and green demonstrates MRMS-Reconstructed. (For interpretation of the 
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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Fig. 6. The same as Fig. 3 but for different PMW sensors for the entire domain (a-e) and for the hurricane objects only (f-j).  
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identify very similar hurricane sizes (see bias value in Fig. 5e) probably 
due to 1) hurricanes are large, well-defined storms, often with extreme 
precipitation rates and 2) the effect of light precipitation (less than 1 
mm/h) is removed in extracting and tracking the hurricane objects. 

6.2. PMW estimates 

PMW sensors also have difficulties in detecting the light precipitation 
(Behrangi et al., 2012, 2014; Zhu et al., 2018) and this is consistent with 
underestimation of light precipitation in Fig. 7. The same issue was 
observed in capturing the heavy precipitation by PMW sensors (Fig. 8), 

which might be related to 1) the higher resolution of MRMS product and 
2) different viewing angles of sensors contributing in MRMS and IMERG. 
Kidd et al. (2018) also showed that the GPROF retrievals tend to un-
derestimate the heavy precipitation when compared with ground ob-
servations, and it is a known artifact of Bayesian averaging by the 
GPROF retrieval algorithm (You et al., 2020). 

During the PMW observations, IMERG tends to represent the storms 
with higher average precipitation intensity (PMW bias = 0.11, morph/ 
IR bias = − 0.09; with MRMS-Average as the reference) and smaller 
raining areas (PMW bias = − 89,140 km2, morph/IR bias = 29,840 km2; 
with MRMS-Averaged as the reference) than morph/IR data (see 

Fig. 7. The same as Fig. 4 but for different PMW sensors for the entire domain (a-e) and for the hurricane objects only (f-j).  
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Fig. 1d), which is in agreement with previous findings (Derin et al., 
2018; Tang et al., 2014). Representing storms with a higher precipita-
tion area by morph/IR data are also reflected in its higher POD and FAR 
(Fig. 10) over the entire domain compared to PMW data. Similar find-
ings were also reported by Tan et al. (2016) and Gebregiorgis et al. 
(2017). However, over the hurricane objects, both data types had similar 
performance in capturing the precipitation shapes with a much better 
POD, FAR and CSI values, which demonstrates the reliability of both 
data types contributing to the IMERG Final product in capturing the 
large-scale storms like hurricanes. Note that there is an area over-
estimation of hurricane objects in PMW data when compared to MRMS. 
It seems to be firstly related to the effect of light precipitation being 
removed by the selected threshold when capturing the hurricane objects 
and secondly to the different viewing angles of satellite based PMW 
sensors and ground radars in the two products. The top-down viewing 
angle of PMW sensors considers the storm-top precipitation which can 
evaporate before reaching the ground radar scan altitude, leading to 
storms with larger areas in the IMERG Final product (Ayat et al., 2021; 
Cui et al., 2020). 

6.3. Morph/IR estimates 

With the longer absence of PMW sensors, the morph/IR estimates 
tend to be smaller in the IMERG Final product, which is possibly due to 
the interpolation effect in the morphing scheme leading to homogeni-
zation of the varying rainstorm characteristics and substantial under-
estimation of heavy rain events (Zhu et al., 2018). However, the 
morphing scheme has an opposite effect in the representation of pre-
cipitation areas due to producing a higher fractional precipitation 
coverage caused by interpolation (Ayat et al., 2021; Cui et al., 2020). 
Thus, with the longer absence of PMW sensors, the area-bias increases 
from negative to positive over the entire domain (Fig. 5b-d), and the 
agreement of the morph/IR data with MRMS-Averaged deteriorates over 
both the entire domain and hurricane objects (Figs. 3, 4 and 5). How-
ever, morph/IR data with 30 min time distance to the nearest PMW 
observation showed better agreement with MRMS-Averaged in com-
parison with the PMW data. This result is in agreement with the findings 
of Sungmin et al. (2017) who found that half-hourly IMERG Final 
product is correlated best with gauge accumulations of about 25 min 

Fig. 8. The same as Fig. 7 but for heavy precipitation.  
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with an offset of 20 to 40 min relative to its nominal time. This might be 
related to the time it takes for the rain droplets (observed by PMW 
sensors) to travel the distance from the cloud top to the height of radar 
scan. Another probable reason is related to the effect of the morphing 
technique over the PMW data which leads to the relaxation of the 

differences between the PMW data and MRMS-Averaged. We note that 
morphed PMW data without IR-based precipitation estimates included 
dominates this category of morph/IR data since in IMERG (V06B) IR- 
based data are included whenever the gap between the analysis time 
and the nearest PMW observation (in time) is longer than 30 min 

Fig. 9. The same as Fig. 5 but for different PMW sensors for the entire domain (a-e) and for the hurricane objects only (f-j).  
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(Huffman et al., 2019). 

6.4. Inter-comparison of PMW sensors 

Comparisons between the PMW sensors indicated that all PMW 
sensors have good performance during the hurricane events when 
compared with MRMS-Averaged and MRMS-Reconstructed, which is 
consistent with the findings of You et al. (2020). Imagers (AMSR and 
GMI) have better agreement with MRMS-Reconstructed than sounders 
(MHS and ATMS) contributing to the IMERG Final product with better 
intensity-bias and correlations. This may be related to the coarser res-
olution of PMW sounders (especially when moving from the nadir to the 
image edge) compared to the imagers. Noting that sounders were orig-
inally designed to retrieve atmospheric profiles of temperature and 
moisture not precipitation (Behrangi et al., 2012; Tang et al., 2014). 
Similar results were found by Tang et al. (2014) and Zhu et al. (2018). 
Among all the PMW sensors, GMI had the best and ATMS had the worst 
performance in terms of the correlation (see Fig. 6) and intensity-bias 
(see Fig. 7) with MRMS-Reconstructed as the reference, which might 

be related to the footprint resolution of each sensor (GMI has the highest 
and ATMS has the lowest resolution among the PMW sensors). You et al. 
(2020) also showed that, over land, ATMS was the worst and Kidd et al. 
(2018) indicated that GMI was the best PMW sensor among the others 
when compared with KuPR sensor. 

SSMIS is the only sensor which underestimates the precipitation rate 
in the IMERG Final product over the entire domain probably due to its 
unique instrumental characteristics (having both sounder and imager 
technologies) in comparison with the other PMW sensors (Fig. 7). 
However, the other contributing PMW sensors overestimate the rainfall 
intensity (Fig. 7a-e). Overestimation of rainfall intensity during sum-
mertime by PMW sensors was also reported by Tang et al. (2014). 
However, in that study, SSMIS also showed overestimates throughout 
the region for that period. This contradictory result might be related to 
the updated retrieval algorithm used here compared to Tang et al. 
(2014) and different studied events. 

In capturing the heavy precipitation (more than 20 mm/h) during 
the hurricane events, AMSR performed the best and SSMIS performed 
the worst among all of the PMW sensors contributing to the IMERG Final 

Fig. 10. POD (first row), FAR (second row) and CSI (third row) PDFs for all domain (a-d) and hurricane objects (e-h) with MRMS-Averaged as the reference. Orange 
and Blue illustrates the morph/IR and PMW observations contributing to the IMERG Final products. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure 
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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product based on POI and bias values on Fig. 8. This result is in agree-
ment with the findings of You et al. (2020) which demonstrated that 
AMSR was the best in representing the heavy precipitation among the 
other PMW sensors contributing to the IMERG (V06B) Final product. 

PMW sensors showed different performance in estimating the pre-
cipitation area. For instance, among all PMW sensors, SSMIS is the best 
and the only sensor which results in the overestimation of the precipi-
tation area in IMERG compared to MRMS-Reconstructed over the entire 
domain while the other PMW sensors lead to the underestimation of the 
precipitation area in IMERG. Among the other PMW sensors, GMI is the 
best and AMSR is the worst contributing sensor over the entire domain. 
Note that all the PMW sensors result in overestimation of the hurricane 
object areas while GMI is the best and ATMS is the worst (see Fig. 9). 

7. Conclusion 

In this research, we aim to study the effect of different sources of data 
in the uncertainties of the Final product of “Integrated Multi-satellitE 
Retrievals for GPM (IMERG) V06B” during the hurricane events 
(2016–2018) using both pixel-based and object-based approach. For this 
purpose, we compared this product with high resolution (2 km every 2 
min) Multi-Radar Multi-Sensor (MRMS) over eastern United States 
(land-only). To scale up the temporal resolution of MRMS to the IMERG 
resolution two different approaches were adopted: 1) MRMS data are 
temporally averaged to the IMERG temporal resolution (MRMS-Aver-
aged), and 2) MRMS maps are chosen based on the PMW over-pass time 
in every IMERG time-step (MRMS-Reconstructed). The latter product 
was used as the reference when comparing the PMW sensors together. 
However, the former product was the reference in comparing morph/IR 
estimates with each other and PMW estimates since MRMS- 
Reconstructed data is only available whenever there is PMW 
observation. 

The results show that PMW estimates in IMERG Final product have 
better agreement with MRMS when matched instantaneously compared 
to temporally averaged (upscaled) MRMS data., and any averaging in 
time to upscale reference data leads to considerable biases. PMW sensors 
tend to underestimate the precipitation area with MRMS as the refer-
ence, possibly due to the effect of light precipitation not detected 
properly during the PMW observations. However, by removing the light 
precipitation (1 mm/h) in the object-based approach, hurricane objects 
are often larger in the IMERG Final product, which might be related to 
different viewing angles of sensors contributing in both IMERG and 
MRMS products. Morph/IR data tend to show storms with larger areas 
and lower average intensity when compared with PMW estimates, 
possibly due to the effect of morphing technique leading to homogeni-
zation of the varying rainstorm characteristics. With the longer absence 
of PMW observations, the quality of morph/IR data deteriorates with a 
decreasing correlation coefficient, a growth in precipitation area and a 
downward trend in average precipitation intensity. It should be noted 
that morph/IR data with 30 min time distance to the nearest PMW 
observation showed the best agreement with MRMS-Averaged even in 
comparison with PMW estimates, which is probably related to the time 
lag that exists in capturing the precipitation between satellites and 
ground radars or the homogenizing nature of the morphing technique. 

The same comparison between PMW sensors showed that all PMW 
sensors have acceptable and good performance in the quality of IMERG 
Final product. In terms of the average precipitation intensity, Our results 
confirmed the priority of imagers over sounders that exist in the latest 
release of the IMERG algorithm with GMI and MHS as the bests among 
the imagers and sounders, respectively. However, in terms of the pre-
cipitation area, it is better to consider SSMIS followed by GMI with 
AMSR considered last. In addition, in heavy precipitation such as hur-
ricanes, AMSR and MHS should be the preferable sensors in the hier-
archy. Thus, depending on precipitation characteristics, this hierarchy 
could be adjusted. 

Note that all the obtained results in this research are valid only over 

land during the hurricane days, and may not be applicable over the 
oceans and/or other storm types. 
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